Connecting Technology & Advancing Humanity:
Quest for New EHR Unites Teams at Chapters Health System
to Accelerate Performance and Organizational Growth

Chapters Health System chose Simione Healthcare Consultants to facilitate selection of a new EHR
vendor, providing project management, direction of post-acute information technology resources,
and clinical process mapping specific to hospice, palliative care and home health service delivery.
Thought leaders across healthcare say the biggest
investment driving value will be information
technology. It’s no wonder that healthcare leaders
are prioritizing technology along with workforce
planning to improve quality and more effectively use
resources for long-term success. For home- and
community-based care providers, strong care delivery
systems and the data to improve them are one of the
top ways to demonstrate value in partnerships with
other providers, namely hospitals and health systems,
skilled nursing facilities and physician practices.
In early 2018, Chapters Health of Temple Terrace,
Florida, set out on a year-long journey to replace its
multiple information technology applications with a
single Electronic Health Record (EHR) platform for its
eight-county operation.
Simione.com

As a growing organization in Central Florida,
Chapters Health recognized a need to set the
stage for higher quality, improved productivity
and better decision-making across its expanding
programs and numerous locations, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Care Navigation
Home Health
Private Duty Home Care
Palliative Care
Hospice at Home
Inpatient Hospice Unit
Freestanding Hospice Houses
Hospice Pharmacy
Internal Staffing Services
Centralized Support Services
Hospice Durable Medical Equipment (DME)
844.293.1530

Andrew Molosky, president and chief executive officer, said the decision to work with the Simione
team was based largely on the collective expertise offered to achieve the goal of Chapters Health
to choose the best system to support clinical work. “Simione brings diverse knowledge and
experience with the major information platforms while being vendor agnostic. They have the
project management skills to lead a very important and sometimes tedious process for our IT and
clinical teams. From RFP development through system selection, the Simione team facilitated a
rigorous schedule and deliberate communication to ensure the outcome was centered on quality
and the investment would bring a higher level of value to our organization,” Molosky says.
Molosky credits the purposely cross-sectional participation of team members across all disciplines
and service lines and the collaboration of Simione with the clinical and information technology
teams who laid the groundwork for an effective outcome to advance care at Chapters Health.

Aligning Staff for
Full Organizational
Engagement
Spearheaded by Pam Saucier, chief compliance and
clinical officer, and Sheryl Sypek, chief information
officer, Chapters Health initiated an unprecedented effort
to engage team members to effectively move away from
three production EHR applications to one EHR platform.
In addition to nursing and information technology, core
disciplines included patient access/admissions, revenue
cycle, HIM/coding, pharmacy, social work, chaplaincy,
hospice house, bereavement, home care, and others.
“One of the keys to making Chapters Health successful
is the cooperative nature and mutual respect we have
among clinical and technical professionals. We were
clear going in that there would be different ideas on
what system was best, and we resigned ourselves to
remember there would be no ‘perfect’ medical record.
We expected robust discussion and making trade-offs,
but we would always return to supporting the clinical
work regardless if we had to sacrifice other functions,”
explains Saucier.
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“Simione Healthcare Consultants made a
highly detailed process consumable for all
of our teams. It was a blessing to have such
a wealth of system knowledge available to
make the decision based on our requirements
for clinical and operational excellence. We
couldn’t have done it so seamlessly without
an objective partner like Simione to guide us.”
-Mike Whealan
Director of Information Systems
Chapters Health System
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Over a period of nearly a year, the schedule exploded at Chapters Health with a myriad of calculated
team activities to identify clinical requirements and refine project goals for selecting the new EHR
vendor. Key undertakings included:
• Process mapping to build the RFP
with multiple care teams and locations

• Open vendor demonstrations across
multiple Chapters Health locations

• Assimilation of RFPs and cost analysis to 		
support streamlined and consistent review

• Planned communication to align clinical, 		
revenue cycle and IT staff for cross-team 		
understanding, and to engage team members
in many locations and roles

• Technical review with the IT team
and system vendors
• Dedicated orientation sessions to
prepare team members for vendor demos

With team members having different areas of expertise and focus, Chapters Health worked systemically to
ensure that technical and clinical requirements were clear before combining efforts to evaluate information
systems, according to Sypek.
“Our IT team has made a great effort to ensure that our clinical teams identified the core work at Chapters
Health. We separated some of the early technical discussions so that our IT team could be strong advisors
for clinicians and other team members during the vendor demos. We wanted to focus on current system
capabilities, not future state, so we could provide a reality check to compare functionality, prioritize our
requirements, and keep the project timetable on track,” Sypek says.
Sypek adds, “Simione worked to ensure that we drove the process, rather than the process driving us.
The depth of disciplines involved was really something to behold.”

“We believe we have found our ‘best fit’ EHR
to further strengthen alignment among our
1,500 team members in all of our locations.
It has required a great deal of diligence on
the part of many, and we are in motion
to really change the way healthcare is
delivered in the areas we serve. We think
we have done it the right way with the right
people. Our team really shined throughout
the process so far.”
-Andrew Molosky
President & CEO
Chapters Health System
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Sypek and Mike Whealan, Director of Information Systems, agree that having expert systems
input from Simione was a fundamental “value creator” to unite Chapters Health in its team
decision. While helping to review priorities for data analytics, Simione’s IT experts – Tom
Tobiassen and Jeremy Crow – established a structure for team efficiency by:
• Facilitating core system technical discussions with the vendors to maximize workflow
• Creating a consistent process for RFP review
• Preparing staff to use a scorecard during the week-long series of vendor demos
“Simione made a highly detailed process consumable for all of our teams,” says Whealan. “It was
a blessing to have such a wealth of system knowledge available to make the decision based on our-Mike Whealan
Director of Information Systems
requirements for clinical and operational excellence. We couldn’t have done it so seamlessly without
Chapters Health
an objective partner like Simione to guide us.”

Mapping and Gapping Bring Team
Enthusiasm & Insights for Better Care
With so many locations providing direct care, Chapters
Health embarked on widespread effort involving all of
its affiliates and service lines, mapping care processes
to identify core system needs and build consensus on a
new “best practice” for clinical operations. The response
from the Chapters Health team was a resounding “let’s
do this!”
Dawn Splettstosser, Vice President of Clinical
Services, explains, “With such an extensive RFP and
strong requirements on both the IT and clinical sides,
Simione executed a very deliberate plan to coordinate
and build consensus on our shared goals. The
coordination was superb. ‘Mapping and gapping’ really
pulled various team members into the same game,
building enthusiasm for what we were doing from the
very beginning. The communication to our teams was
on a schedule; it didn’t just happen,” she explains.
According to Fay Van Fleet, Clinical Administrator
of HPH Hospice in Hudson, FL, vendor selection

was extremely exciting for the team, because many
team members had mapped out clinical processes
for consideration and all were welcome to attend the
full week of demos to see what each EHR would look
like for “a day in the life” of clinicians providing care.
“Nurses and CNAs got to explain exactly what they do;
they got to tell their story, and team members got really
excited that their voices were being heard,” she says.
For key workflows, like those involving medications and
care planning, the need for a single EHR became clear.
“Simione and Chapters Health technical teams took
the time to outline what the project would look like and
we got to address processes that we were struggling
with, often with data feeding from three systems.
Moving forward, we’ll have one application where we
can build a care plan and have it flow right into our
documentation, as well as accommodate pharmacy and
other operational functions. That level of seamlessness
is very exciting,” adds Van Fleet.
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Splettstosser says that team bonding was clearly
evident, advanced under the clinical guidance of Julia
Maroney and Virginia Brown of Simione. The selfproclaimed “technology loving nurse” noticed that
the lines were blurred between team members and
consultants because everyone worked so well together.
“I noticed a very positive dynamic when our own
team members were looking for the ‘offices’ of the
consultants. Our team thought that the Simione team
members were also Chapters Health team members…
that’s the ultimate compliment,” Splettstosser explains.
Chapters Health has worked very hard to build a
stronger bridge of understanding across clinical and
non-clinical teams. Clinical operations involves “more
than meets the eye. Our cross-disciplinary discussions
facilitated by Simione helped everyone to understand
the dependencies among teams. Taking care of the
patient doesn’t make the bill go out, and Revenue Cycle
staff have nothing to bill if Clinical Services staff haven’t
documented care appropriately. None of us work
in a vacuum,” she adds.
Whealan agrees that even after years of collaboration,
the teams had much to learn from each other. “With
Simione and Chapters Health engaged together in
process mapping, we shed a lot of light on what
the day-to-day workload looks like for the people
we support. IT has developed a deeper level of
understanding of what our clinicians do in the field,
so we can better assist them every day,” he says.

“It will be extremely gratifying to see when
the technology meets the patient, and how
everything on the system interacts
to improve what we do every day.”
-Fay Van Fleet
Clinical Administrator
HPH Hospice, Hudson, FL
Chapters Health System Affiliate
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Looking at the Year Ahead: All Systems Go!
Chapters Health is now working on system
implementation to deploy and develop the WellSky
EHR, including hospice and palliative care software
from Consolo, a Wellsky company, and WellSky home
health software to enhance its full community-based
continuum of care.
Van Fleet describes vendor selection as “a wonderful
day at Chapters Health. We had achieved widespread
buy-in, involving everyone from technology-savvy staff
to those most resistant to change, and made great
strides to zero in on our goal.” she says. “It will be
extremely gratifying to see when the technology meets
the patient, and how everything on the system interacts
to improve what we do every day.”
Simione continues to work with Chapters Health,
whose functional groups are working to document and
re-engineer current process maps, develop a team of

super users, complete system testing, and devise the
training program for the entire organization. With a pilot
completion earmarked for late-2019, Chapters Health’s
newly minted EHR is on target for a “go live” leading
into 2020.
Molosky says the EHR exercise has been instrumental
in helping Chapters Health prepare for new levels of
performance. “With Simione’s help, we believe we have
found our ‘best fit’ EHR to further strengthen alignment
among 1,500 team members in all of our locations.
We deliberately focused on getting our front-line team
involved across our affiliates and to reinforce the vital role
of our staff with strong communications. It has required a
great deal of diligence on the part of many, and we are in
motion to really change the way healthcare is delivered in
the areas we serve. We think we’ve done it the right way
with the right people. Our team really shined throughout
the process so far,” Molosky says.

Founded in 1983 as a compassionate not-for-profit organization, Chapters Health System
in Florida provides choices, education and guidance for those affected by advancing age
or advancing illness through its managed affiliates: Good Shepherd Hospice, HPH Hospice,
LifePath Hospice, and Chapters Health Palliative Care, located in Citrus, Hardee, Hernando,
Highlands, Hillsborough, Pasco and Polk counties. In addition, Chapters Health operates
Achieve Home Care and HPH Home Health, which serve the home care needs of patients in
Hardee, Hillsborough, Pasco and Pinellas counties. To learn more, visit www.chaptershealth.org
Simione Healthcare Consultants advances quality and cost efficiency, providing reliable experts,
technology and tools to grow and improve home- and community-based services. Areas
of expertise include: finance, clinical operations, cost reporting, compliance, mergers and
acquisitions, talent solutions, sales and marketing, information technology and data analytics.
Visit www.simione.com or call 844-293-1530.
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